INTRODUCTION
A recent work (MacAyeal and others, 1996) has show n th at accuracy in modelling the velocity of the Ross Ice Shelf, Antarctica, is limited by lack of knowledge of the large-scale variation of rheological parameters in the ice shelf. R h eological parameters are generally incorporated in ice-shelf models through specification of an ice-column average of stress-dependent viscosity based on Glen's flow law. Th is viscosity accounts for variations of temperature in the ice shelf, but it does not account for density variation, chemical contaminants (e.g. sea salt ), ice-crystal fabrics or other factors which influence ice creep (and which are not represented in Glen's flow law). In addition to these shortcom ings, it is not obvious a priori whether Glen's law, which is laboratorybased, can represent the space and stress scales of deformation occurring in situ in the natural ice-shelf environment.
In the present study, we derive the spatial distribution of depth-averaged effective viscosity in the R oss Ice Shelf from velocity and thickness measurements under the assumption of isotropic ice. By the expression "eITective viscosity", we mean a spatiall y variable scalar th at relates the local deviatoric stress to th e strain rate. T he spatial variation of this scalar is presum ed to refl ect th e flow law which actu a ll y app lies to th e ice shelf as well as the variation of physical ice condi tions such as tem peratu re. Data used here h ave been described in MacAyeal and oth ers (1996) and may be accessed at the Wo rl d Data Cen ter for G laciology A, Boulder.
O ur de ri vation of effecti ve viscosity vari ations is m otivated by th ree goals. T he first is to see if the relationships between the strain rates, surface temp er atures and effective viscosities are in agreement with Glen's flow law. The second is to detect regions with strong basal melting or refreezi ng. The third is to determine whether temporal ice-stream discharge variability may have left a signature in the rh eological properties of the ice shelf. 
CONTROL METHOD
T he purpose of th e control method is to determine the best fit between an obse rved fi eld a nd its modelled counterp art thro ugh adjustment of model p arameters. T he res ulting soluti on, i. e. values of the adjusted parameters, is not neces-sari ly unique and could dep end on the initial guess of the model pa rameters. I n our study, there is one adjusted model pa rameter: the depth-averaged viscosity r; (x, y) . The misfit be tween observation and model used to co nstrain this adjusted parameter is evaluated by a least-squares definition of velocity error:
(1)
The equations that link the depth-averaged viscosity to the velocities, and which form the basis of the ice-shelf model, a re the diagnostic equa tions of ice-shelf motion (Morland, 1987; MacAyeal, 1989): (2) These diagnostic equati ons, which form constraints on the minimization of J, come from a vertical integration of the Stokes' equations in the ice shelf. The viscosity appearing in Equations (2) represents a vertically averaged quantity. The main underlying assumptions which justify Equ ations (2) are that acceleration terms and inertia a re negligible, that horizontal velocities are independent of depth (because of the sm a llness of the aspect ratio in a n ice shelf) and that ice is isotropic. No other assumption is made about the now law (i. e. we do not ass ume th at the viscosity follows Glen's now law). Equations (2), together with boundary cond itions, describe what we refer to as the "forward model".
A useful means to minimize J as defined in Equation (I) is to use a L agrange multipli er vector (MacAyeal, 1993) to incorporate the constraints of Equations (2) 
Note that the second a nd third integrals on the righthand side are null when U a nd v are solutions of the forwa rd model. Mathematical manipul ation, primarily the use of the Green-O strogra dski theorem on th e null terms, allows us to differentia te J with respect to th e free model pa rameter r;. This del-ivative serves I wo purposes: its smallness determincs when the minimum of J is approached, a nd it provides useful information for improvi ng previous esti- 
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Th e Lagrange multipli er vector components, referred to above, are obtained from the following equation s:
8y (5) with ).. = P, = 0 specifi ed on the boundaries of the st udy area (f ). Observe that the model/observation misfit, Ud -U a nd Vd -V, serve as forcing to the equations which determine)" and p,. The simil arity between the constraints on th e Lagra nge multipli er vector represented by Equations (5) (also called the adjoint equations), a nd the diagnostic equations of the "forward model", represented by Equations (2), is advantageous since the same kind of numerical algorithm can be used to compute either th e velocity or th e L agra nge multiplier vector components.
STEEPEST-DESCENT ALGORITHM
Numerically, the spati al di stributi on of viscosity is described by di screte values ryi,j at specifi ed grid points. This means that the space-dependent function to be adjusted r;(x, y) red uces to a mu lti-paramc ter variabl e. An initial guess Ofr;i.j is needed to initiate th c a lgorithm ofminimization (see Fig. 1 ). Using this initial g uess, Equations (2) (with appropriate kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions) a re solved to obtain the velocity components U and v. The finite-difference methodology used to solve Equati ons (2) is described by Rommel aere a nd Ritz (1996) . Once 1£ a nd vare determined, the misfit m odel/observati on velocity is evaluated a nd used to compute >.. a nd p, from Equations (5 ly, once A and J.l a re obtained, Equa tion (4) is eva luated to determine wh eth er the minimization condition I5J = 0 has been achi eved or a new viscosity fi eld that will reduce the model/observati on mi sfit is to b e found by sea rching a long the direction of the gradient of J , e.g.
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The probl em is now reduced to a simple univariate min imization with resp ect to the scala r 6 0: (6 0: is p ositive and has th e dimension of a viscosity). This minimi zation is p erformed by a method combining golden section search and successive p arabolic interpola ti on. Th e algo rithm is run until a satisfactory convergence on the m odelled velocity components is achieved.
ACCURACY
It will never be p ossibl e to exac tly fit th e obser ved velocity field with our m odel, for two reasons. Fi rs t, the assumpti ons used to justify Equations (2) m ay b e wrong. An exa mple of such a problem, in our case, is the ass umption of isotropic ice which m ay be wrong in pl aces where ice has experienced strong shear stress and has reoriented its crystalline axes. A second reason preventing a n exact fit is error introduced in the measurements. In our study, th ese errors are estimated to b e ab out 30 m a-I (Thom as a nd others, 1984).
To assess the influence of m eas urement error on the significance of the derived viscosity field , we conducted a se ries of "identical twin" experiments involving a n ideali zed , recta ng ul a r ice sh elf of 610 km x 710 km (Fig. 2) , for which we presc ribe both the ice thickness and viscosity. In th e idealized ice-shelf geometry the ice front is located on one boundary of the domain. On the three other sides, the velocity is set equal to zero. The ice thickn ess decreases linearly from 850 m on the upstream bound a ry to 250 m at the ice front (lower boundary ).
We co nta min ate the solution o[ the forward problem u and V with random observational noise of rou ghl y the same amplitude as noise in the RIGGS d ata. Thi s "conta min ated" solution is then used as th e "observation" from which TJe is estim ated using the steepest-descent a lgorithm described previously. Differences between the prescribed TJ a nd the estimated TJe provide an experimental quantification of the The steepest-descent a lgorithm is run from a n initial spati all y uniform viscosity of 25 MPa a (789 TPa s). Our res ults (Fig. 2b ) show how noise introduced to the velocity input is p assed to the es timated viscosity field. Variations of ab out 10 % in the a rea where the viscosity should be constant ar e observed. Nevertheless, it is encouraging to see tha t the m ain features of the viscosity a re detected (Fig.  2b ) . The identical-twin exp eriment suggests th at th e relative error is less th an 20 % everywhere. This level of precision and th e detectability of ma in features are sufficient to stud y viscosity variation s on real ice shelves in a qu alita ti ve mann er.
RHEOLOGY OF THE CENTRAL PART OF THE ROSS ICE SHELF
The input data for the R oss Ice Sh elf viscosity a na lYSIS include a digitized map of ice thickness (Bentl ey a nd others 1979; MacAyeal a nd others, 1987) and the measured horizonta l surface velociti es (Thomas a nd M acAyeal, 1982 ; Thom as a nd oth ers, 1984; M acAyeal a nd oth ers, 1987). Th e ice thickn ess has heen reduced by 14 m (estim ated using th e ice-density profile of station J 9 on th e Ross Ice Shelf) to account for the a mount of air in the ice and firn. Th e ice front is se t to its meas ured position of 1972. One can notice on the maps of the Ross Ice Shelf (Figs 4 and 5) that data east o[ Roosevelt Island have not been considered. We find that the dynamics of this excluded region strongly depend s on bounda ry conditions along the sides of Roosevelt Isla nd. Preliminary study r evealed th at we lacked sufficient understanding of th ese bounda ry conditi ons to reduce the misfit between observed a nd m odelled velocities to a level consistent with misfit achi eved elsewh ere. Th e dom ain (r ) on which we shall focus is thus restricted to the centra l pa rt of the ice shelf.
The study domain (f ) is a 267 000 km 2 area of the Ross Ice Shelf. The spatial r esolution of the finite-diITerence grid is 6.822 km, so the numerical domain consists of 5738 active g rid p oints. The perform a nce index J is minimized by selecting the 5738 values of i7;,j at the i , j th grid p oint, using the steep est-descent algorithm described above. The initi al guess of r, is constant at 20 MPa a (631 TPa s). Several different initi al guesses were tried, and the final viscosity pattern (Fig. 5) does not seem to vary significantly as a result. Figure 4 shows a compari son between the magnitude of the observed velocity field a nd the best fit obtained by the control m ethod. The general flow pattern seems to be well reproduced, and what appears to be noise in the measurements is spatially filtered by the forward model to yield a smoother model velocity field. There a re several RIGGS stations (Thomas and others, 1984) in the domain where the point-by-point comparison of modelled and observed flow shows substantial misfit. Apparently, this disagreement appears more pronounced for the velocity direction than for 46 the velocity magnitude. This illustrates the fact that viscosity variations can easily sp eed up or slow the ice flow, but its influence on the direction of flow is far less important. The velocity direction seems to be determined almost entirely by the geometry and the ice-thickness fi eld of the ice shelf.
The viscosity pattern does not show much variation, compared with what has been measured in grounded ice sheets or in laboratories. The minimum value here is only abo ut one-third of the maximum value, and the area average ' q of the ice shelf is about 30 MPa a (946 TPa s). According to the most commonly used parameters of Glen's flow law with an exponent equal to three, the average viscosity we derive corresponds to an isothermal ice at -25°C with a second strain-rate invariant of about 10-3 a-I (which is the order of magnitude of that observed on the Ross Ice Shelf). The viscosity determined by the control method is related to the vertically averaged temperature-depth profil e. The "isotherm-equivalent" temperature estimated above should logically lie between the basal and the surface temperatures of the ice shelf. The value of -25°C is very close to the surface temperature, and this suggests that ice-shelf models including a rigorous treatment of temperature variation with depth and Glen's flow law would predict a sorter and thus faster Ross Ice Shelf than observed.
DISCUSSION
An ice shelf that is freezing at its base should appear less viscous than where its base is melting, because basal freezing tends to warm the temperature-depth profile and to entrap salt which softens ice. For similar reasons, an ice shelf that has strong surface accumulation should appear more viscous. Most of the variations in our estimate ofr, are probably due to such effects. However, a quantitative evaluation of basal melting or refreezing is not possible from ice-flow considerations alone. To further int erpret our results, knowledge of temperature profiles and information about ice-crystal fabric is also necessary. Several regions identified from our estimate of r, are of sp ecial interest (Fig. 5) . Downstream of Crary Ice Rise, there is an a rea of soft ice that experiences relatively low stresses. This suggests a very strong temperature effect due to basal freezing. Such a phenomenon has already been mentioned for instance by MacAyeal and Thomas (1986) and by Bindschadler and others (1990) . Indeed, many glaciological measurements have been carried out in this area, and it is generally agreed that Crary Ice Rise is in the transition zone between basal melting (upstream ) and basal accretion (downstream ). Furthermore, many crevasses are observed in this zone, a nd this may also soften the ice.
The variation of fJ downstream of Steershead Ice Rise is a bit more difficult to explain. We suspect that the signal of high viscosity is accentuated by local and very weak iceshelf grounding (e.g. ice rumples ) that is not accounted for in the forward model. In addition, measurement coverage near Steershead Ice Ri se is far less dense than near Crary Ice Rise. However, our results suggest a difference in the influence of the two ice rises on th e large-scale fl ow, and this difference is unexplained. Mean surface temperature is colder near Steershead Ice Rise (-28°C) than near Crary Ice Ri se (-25.5°C), but this is not sufficient to interpret the viscosity variations. Part of the difference could be ex- plained by temperature effects of basal melting, In places where the water column is relatively thin, typically close to the grounding line, heat can be provided to the ice shelf by vigorous tidal mixing (MacAyeal, 1985; Jenkins, 1991) , and this initiates the melting of these areas, Tidal resonance phenomena at specific sites can amplify tidal effects: this may be the case for Steers head Ice Rise, The ice-front region is melting according to oceanographic observations and shou ld thus be composed of stiff er ice. Our results show the opposite, however. Ice may be softened near the ice front because of crevasses and cracks induced by fl exural-gravity wave activity.
Finally, the most prominent and presumably the most interesting feature of the overall pattern is the maximum of viscosity in the west-central part of the ice shelf. Since this location is not tied to coastal features such as ice rises, we suggest that the high fi may be a property of local ice that is advected with the flow. There is no mention of such an "anomaly" of viscosity in the literature, but it may be associated with the significant systematic bias MacAyeal and Thomas (1986) found between their model and the observationsin the southwestern part of the Ross Ice Shelf. Indeed Equations (2) which determine ice-shelf flow as a function of ice-thickness and boundary conditions are elliptic in two directions, and are thus non-local: a difference of viscosity may induce velocity differences 300-400 km upstream or downstream and no differences locally. Estimated f10wlines suggest that thi s high fi signal may be associated with ice which came from Ice Stream A or B. Moreover, according to the mid-shelf location of the viscosity maximum, this ice would h ave been discharged from th e ice stream at least 1000 years ago. The signal of high i] in the west-ce11lral ice shelf is not necessarily due to rheological properties of ice. Buoyancy anomalies, which would induce changes in the driving stress, could lead to the same f10w conditions and fool our method into suggesting a high 'I] . In any case, either a decrease of the driving stress or an increase of viscosity appears in the west-central ice shelf Casassa (1993) , with the help of AVHRR satellite imagery, has suggested that discharge of Ice Stream A increased relative to that of Ice Stream B abour 1000 years ago. The fi maximum in our results may thus be an additional sign of the same phenomenon,
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have developed a method to detect large-scale viscosity variations in ice shelves. Its application on the Ross Ice Shelf shows that the viscosity is of the same order of magnitude as predicted by Glen's Oow law with an exponent equal to three and a temperature-dependent coefficient comparable to that associated with the observed surface temperature. For very simplified modelling approaches of the Ross Ice Shelf, a constant viscosity of about 30 lVIPa a (946 TPa s) is able to catch the main characteristics of large-scale flow (such an approach is of course not recommended for simulations of ice-shelf evolution under changing climates), Our method has the potential to reveal the local influence of unusual basal melting or freezing, and where ice viscosity is influenced by ice-shelf history. For instance, the west-central part of the Ross Ice Shelf possesses stiffer ice, and this is possibly linked with changes in discharge of Ice Stream A or B at least 1000 years ago. Finally, we recommend that this m ethod be applied more extensively on the other large ice shelves of Antarctica to explain differences in thei.r dynamics.
